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ABSTRACT
The aim of LEARNER@ICTIR2017 is to investigate new solutions for LtR. In details, we identify some research areas related to LtR which are of actual interest and which have not been fully explored yet. We solicit the submission of position papers on novel LtR algorithms, on evaluation of LtR algorithms, on dataset creation and curation, and on domain specific applications of LtR.

LEARNER@ICTIR2017 will be a gathering of academic people interested in IR, ML and related application areas. We believe that the proposed workshop is relevant to ICTIR since we look for novel contributions to LtR focused on foundational and conceptual aspects, which need to be properly framed and modeled.
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1 WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Ranking is forever at the core of Information Retrieval (IR) since it allows to sift out non relevant information and to select a list of items ordered by their estimated relevance to a given query. Documents, information needs, search tasks and interaction mechanisms between users and information systems are getting more and more complex and diversified, and this calls for more and more sophisticated techniques able to cope with this emerging complexity and the high expectations of users.

Learning to Rank (LtR), and Machine Learning (ML) in general, have proven to be very effective methodologies to address these issues, significantly improving over state-of-the-art traditional algorithms. Popular areas of investigation in LtR are related to efficiency, feature selection, supervised learning, but many new angles are still overlooked. The goal of this workshop is to investigate how to improve ranking, in particular LtR, by bringing in new perspectives which have not explored or fully addressed yet by our community after the 2011 Yahoo Learning to Rank Challenge [3].
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For example, user behaviour in interacting with search results is a prominent research area in IR, but traditional offline LtR approaches limit themselves to consider, e.g., the number of clicks on a document or the dwell time, as features without embedding or exploiting user dynamics in the LtR algorithm itself. The user dynamic changes with queries of different types, with the length of the user session, with the difficulty and complexity of the search task, and this calls for novel evaluation measures and LtR algorithms [8]. On the other hand, online ranking algorithms iteratively exploit user interaction in A/B testing-like settings to choose among rankers and interleave their outputs, but they do not modify the ranking algorithms according to such user interaction. We would like to explore how to bridge the gap between these two approaches to LtR and create new solutions that leverage the best of the two worlds.

As another example, efficiency is a core theme in LtR and it is traditionally approached by studying how to optimize such algorithms from a time and/or space perspective [2, 12]. Nevertheless, the cost of applying the models generated by those algorithms in a real production environment has received limited attention. Ranking is typically organized in pipelined stages, where increasingly accurate and expensive models are used to rank documents coming from the previous stage and prune the ones that are not likely to appear in the top-K results. How to optimally design and train such a complex pipeline is still an open problem.

On the other side, learning with effectiveness centric techniques is getting more and more costly, especially when large amounts of data need to be processed. Indeed, to sustain a reasonable ranking speed, additional hardware and energy costs are required [17]. Therefore, a tradeoff between the effectiveness and quality of the ranking and the ranking speed represents a challenging and compelling area of research. This is of particular importance when academic research and knowledge need to be transferred to business applications [16].

A possible approach to reduce annotation costs consists in limiting the size of the training dataset. LtR algorithms tend to perform the training phase on the whole datasets to leverage the benefit of using a large amount of annotated data. However, when the whole dataset is used, even low quality data are included and this affects the global effectiveness [13]. New research directions deal with the proposal of novel techniques to select training data by preserving and/or increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of rankers. For instance, a compression-based selection process can be used to create small and yet highly informative and effective initial sets that can later be labeled and used to bootstrap a LtR system [14].

Another key area of investigation to bridge between offline and online approaches is personalized LtR algorithms able to account for...
user profile, interests, current user context, preferences in diversity of results, relevance feedback and more. When rankers are trained on batch data they can not adapt to user preferences and satisfy changing user needs [4]. On the other side, utilizing interaction data to improve search algorithms is challenging. Recently [9] analyzed the problem of bias in click data that affects LtR algorithms when used as training signal. For example, using clicks and no clicks as relevant or non relevant judgements leads to biased rankers, since the presentation position has a strong influence on where users click. Moreover, when it comes to personal content search, there are no multiple observations across different users for the same query-document pair [1]. Indeed, user queries are personal, therefore they might not generalize well across different users.

We also solicit the submission of papers which deal with hybrid approaches between LtR and deep learning. Recently, deep learning applied to IR has received an increasing attention from the research community, as witnessed by the tutorial on deep learning for IR [11] and the neu-IR workshop [5] proposed at SIGIR 2016. Neural networks were proposed to improve multiple aspects of IR, for instance to learn user interests and preferences [15], to model the novelty of a document for diversification [18], and in combination with traditional models as BM25 to define new ranking functions [6].

Finally, reproducibility of the experimental results is an increasing concern in IR and in computer science, in general [7]. In particular, we think that the lack of large real-world information-rich datasets and the difficulty of generating them is hindering further developments of LtR in the academic community. We welcome the contribution of novel datasets to the community and the proposal of methodologies for evaluating the quality of the datasets currently available. Moreover, we encourage the submission of papers related to new approaches to evaluate bias and variance of LtR as well as to explain and interpret the outputs of LtR algorithms, also using visual analytics techniques [10].

2 SCOPE

A (not exhaustive) list of relevant topics for the LEARNER@ICTIR2017 workshop is reported below:

- **Next Generation LtR Algorithms:**
  - Unsupervised approaches to LtR, active learning for LtR, transfer learning for LtR;
  - Incremental LtR, online, or personalized LtR;
  - Embedding user behaviour and dynamic in LtR;
  - Cost-Aware LtR;
  - List-based approaches for result list diversification and/or clustering;
  - Bias/Variance and other theoretical characterizations or ranking models;
  - Feature engineering for ranking;
  - Deep neural networks for ranking;
  - Understanding and explaining complex LtR models, also via visual analytics solutions.

- **Evaluation of LtR Algorithms:**
  - Quality measures accounting for user behaviour and perceived quality;
  - Quality measures accounting for models failures, redundancy, robustness, sensitivity, etc.;
  - Evaluation of ranking efficiency vs. quality trade-off;
  - Visual analytics solutions for exploring and interpreting experimental data;
  - Reproducibility of LtR experiments.

- **Datasets:**
  - Measuring quality of training datasets: noise, contradictory examples, redundancy, difficulty of building a good model, features quality, coverage of application domain use cases;
  - Creation and curation of datasets: compression, negative sampling, aging, dimensionality reduction;
  - Contributing novel datasets to the community.

- **Applications:**
  - Application of LtR to verticals or to other domains (e.g., recommendation, news, product search, social media, job search, ...);
  - LtR beyond documents: keyword-based access to structured data, multimedia, graphs, etc.
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